Suspicions of Ogham found in Colorado were raised in 1975 by the Chief Historian for
the Bureau of Land Management, Dr. Don Rickey. He discovered grooved marks while
investigating a September 1868 military engagement involving the U.S. 7th Cavalry, L
Company and a Cheyenne raiding party at Hackberry Springs, a site designated by the
Office of the State Archaeologist Colorado (OSAC) as 5LA1115. 4 Cheyenne and 2
soldiers including Sam Rickey, an ancestor of Dr. Rickey’s, had died in the battle.
At the behest of Dr. Rickey and led by Colorado Staff Archaeologist Dave Stuart, a team
of 10 Colorado Archaeological Society (CAS) volunteers surveyed 5LA1115 on 7 & 8
July 1977. This expedition convinced OSAC of the site’s significance and led to its
nomination as A Colorado Millennial Source and to a more intensive examination of its
features a year later, 1-4 July, 1978. After the first survey, State Archaeologist Bruce
Rippeteau, PhD., in 1977 ruled out Ogham at 5LA1115 in his Publication Series: #9,

After the later, intensive survey Staff Archaeologist Dave Stuart in 1978 confirmed his
supervisor’s opinion, noting in his Recording the Hackberry Springs Site (5LA1115),

Even before the first survey, Dr. Wilfred Logan, the Chief of the Branch of Archaeology
for the National Park Service (Department of Interior) wrote the Department of
Archaeology at the University of Edinburgh soliciting a scholarly refutation of Dr. Don
Rickey’s radical postulation of possible Ogham in Colorado. Dr. Stuart Piggott replied,

So, Dr. Logan seized this opportunity, candidly sharing his bias with Dr. Jackson,

1984 video - Tunnel Shelter marks transcribed by Dr. Rickey & photographed by OCAS

Only 2 days after soliciting Dr. Jackson’s
comments, Chief Archaeologist of the National
Park Service Dr. Wilfred Logan sent this
document to his Colorado counterpart Dr.
Bruce Rippeteau with a hand-written note.
Unquestionably, Dr. Rickey’s transcriptions of
the marks sent to Dr. Fell were not as accurate
as they should have been. Therefore, the
resulting translation efforts by Dr. Fell
legitimately deserved to be dismissed.
Dr. Rickey had just succeeded in securing
OCAS’ help for a July 1977 preliminary survey
and apparently allowed his eagerness to trump
his scholarship by prematurely sending early
scribblings to Dr. Fell, before the subsequent
authoritative photo record was made by OCAS.
Here’s Don Rickey’s report on the field trip with
Dr. Rippeteau’s hand written remarks included,

Clearly, Dr. Rickey was just as enthusiastic about the possibility of confirming Ogham
marks in Colorado as his detractors were determined to derail any appearance of
endorsement of such a radical idea by federal or state governmental institutions.
Concurrent with Rickey’s memo (above), the predictable letter of refutation from The
University of Ediburgh’s Department of Celtic Professor Kenneth Jackson (next page)
arrived on the desk of National Park Service Chief Archaeologist Dr. Wilfred Logan. The
warning, “any reply he may vouchsafe will be explosive!” telegraphed by Stuart Piggott
in his 22 April 1977 letter from Edinburgh proved quite accurate.

Note: Dr. Jackson’s assertion (underlined in red) that Ogam inscriptions never lack
vowels. This disputes the documented historical evidence in the 14th century “Ogham
tract” of the Book of Ballymote where examples of consonantal Ogham are found.
Indeed, the matter of how far back Ogham’s roots can be traced is debatable even
today. The history of the Celtic Ogham alphabet may date to as early as 2200 BCE, as
suggested by Dr. Fell, who cites in the documentary an ancient good-luck charm, the
Windmill Hill amulet begging the protection of the Mother Goddess Byanu, found near
Stonehenge.

Dr. Logan presumably shared Dr. Jackson’s reply with his archaeological colleague Dr.
Rippeteau. A seemingly innocuous OCAS inquiry from subordinate Dave Stuart was
dispatched within 2 months and, on the very same day, Stuart wrote to Dr. Fell. As Dr.
Jackson urged above, Dr. Calvert Watkins was apparently contacted by Stuart, too.

There is no indication in the OSAC records for site 5LA1115 that Dr. Fell ever replied to
Dave Stuart’s letter.

But the desired and predictable responses from both Dr. Kenneth Jackson and Dr.
Calvert Watkins were received.

Whether Professor Jackson was aware of the scholarly works of Robert Armstrong
Stewart Macalister is unknown, but had he been, he might not have expressed such
intolerance for real deviations among the more than 100 variations of Ogham listed in
the Book of Ballymote. Macalister, Professor of Celtic Archaeology at University
College Dublin from 1909 until 1943, published extensively on that resource, the key
Rosetta Stone for scholarly investigation into the nature of this ancient Celtic alphabet.
Indeed, a consonantal style of Ogham is among those varieties mentioned in the
“Ogham Tract,” contrary to Dr. Jackson’s assertion in his preceding letter to Dr. Logan
that there are never Ogham inscriptions that lack vowels.
Below, is the reply to OCAS’ Dave Stuart by Dr. Calvert Watkins, a like-minded
professor at a prestigious Ivy League university in the US. It is Watkins’ letter Colorado
Highway Department archaeologist John Gooding cited in the “History or Mystery”
excerpt early in the documentary “Old News.” Dr. Watkins carelessly addressed Dave
Stuart as a PhD., but even more carelessly failed to note in his diagram that the Ogham
letter D is comprised of 2 strokes, not 1. Both of his claims, underlined in red, 1) that
Ogham is never written along an incised line, and 2) that the absence of vowel strokes
precludes any conclusion the Colorado marks are Ogham, are contradicted by the Book
of Ballymote and Professor of Celtic at Catholic University of America, Dr. Robert Meyer.

What can be deduced from this chain of events and sequence of correspondence?
In the opinion of those who advocate the idea of diffusionism which may have led to the
exploration of America by Ogham-writers in the distant past, authority figures whose life
work is to preserve things tend to prefer the status quo and reject radical new concepts.
Dr. Rickey and Dr. Fell were targeted and soon isolated as Dr. Rippeteau teamed with
Dr. Logan to solicit letters of refutation. Ironically, the site Dr. Rickey brought to their
attention was nonetheless quickly embraced by OCAS in a bid for inclusion on the
National Register of Historic Places. Staffer Dave Stuart seems to have done a very
balanced job of researching the material, but was it his task to support an agenda?
As for the “recruited” experts Dr. Logan, Dr. Rippeteau and John Gooding relied upon
(i.e. Drs. Kenneth Jackson and Calvert Watkins), both were misinformed about Ogham
and couched their views with intolerant authoritarianism. Scientific progress is never
assured when experts collaborate to quash new ideas even though Drs. Rickey and Fell
were not without fault perhaps. As the Hackberry Springs issue faded, OSAC Research
Associate Dr. Albert Hahn wrote to Dr. Rippeteau about some of his troubling concerns,

